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ABSTRACT 
It is well known that given Ai < .** < A, and pi < ... < /.~~_i, there exists a 
unique n X n Jacobi matrix T such that a(T) = {Ai} and c&T,) = {pi} (notation: Tj 
denotes T with row j and column j removed) if and only if A, < pi < A, < ... < 
pn_ I < A,. It was recently noticed by Gladwell that if instead of deleting the first row 
and column from T, we delete the jth column, then the condition stated above is 
sufficient for the existence of T, but if j + 1 and j f n, then T is not uniquely 
determined by a(T) and o<Zj> unless the spectral data satisfy some additional 
conditions. We give a related theorem where instead of prescribing o(T) and u(T 1, 
we prescribe u(T) and c+(T + E) with E a certain rank one matrix. Interest in t h e 
construction of Jacobi matrices from spectral data is motivated partly by discrete 
spring-mass systems. Given the principal frequencies of vibration of such a system and 
the frequencies of a modification of the same system, then constructing a Jacobi 
matrix from those spectral data may lead to determining the masses and spring 
constants of the system. We provide general tools for converting Jacobi matrix results 
into spring-mass system results, illustrate these techniques with examples, among 
them are new spring-mass reconstruction results which follow from our Jacobi matrix 
theorem. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that we were to hang a mass m, from the ceiling by a spring with 
Hooke’s law constant k,, and from this mass we were to hang another mass, 
m2, by a spring with Hooke’s law constant k,, and we continued this process 
of hanging masses on springs until there were a total of n masses in 
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suspension. As the masses are fixed at the ceiling and hanging free at the 
bottom, we shall use the term “fued-free” for such a system. 
Small vibrations of this system may be described by a second order linear 
constant coefficient differential equation associated with Newton’s law of 
motion; see e.g., [5, Chapter 2.21. The alg e b raic essence of this differential 
equation is contained in the matrix tM - K, in the sense that the eigenvalues 
c&M - K) = {A,, A,, . . . , A,) [i.e., the solutions to det(tM - K) = 0] cor- 
respond to the natural, or resonant frequencies of the spring-mass system. 
Here M and K are given for the fued-free system described above by 
M= 
K= 
ml 0 0 *** 0 
0 m2 0 . . . 0 
. . . 
. . . . . . 
k,+k, -k, 0 
-k, k, + k, -k, 
0 
. . . . . . 
0 . . . 0 -k n-2 k,_, + k,_ 
0 . . . . . . 0 -k n-1 
fKed-free 
(1) 
0 
0 
-k,-1 
k n-1 
(2) 
with mi and kj as defined above; see e.g. [5, Chapter 4.41. 
Another such spring-mass configuration is obtained when the nth mass is 
attached to the floor with a spring having constant value k,. In this case the 
spring matrix K becomes 
k,+k, -k, 
-k, k, + k2 
0 *. 
K= 
;, ..: 
0 . . . 
0 . . . . . . 0 
-k, 0 . . . 0 
0 
0’ -k,:, k,_, +‘k,_, -k,_, 
. . . 0 -k,_, k,_, + k, 
fmed-fured 
(3) 
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One might also allow both ends of the spring-mass system to be unattached 
(in a weightless environment, for example). This results in a singular spring 
matrix of the form 
K= 
k, -k, 0 
-k, k, + k, -k, 
0 -. *. 
0 . . . 0’ 
0 . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 0 
0 . . . 0 
0 
-k,L2 k,_, +‘k,-, -k-, 
0 -k,-, k-1 
free-free 
* (4) 
The chief concern of the present work is the reconstruction of the 
matrices M and K, i.e., finding the physical parameters m, and ki, given 
both the eigenvalues of such a spring-mass system and the eigenvalues of 
another system obtained by making some small and known modification to 
the original system. Several reconstruction theorems of this type already exist. 
These statements are usually based on eigenvalue results for Jacobi matrices. 
A Jacobi matrix is defined to be a real symmetric tridiagonal matrix of the 
a1 -b, 0 ... 
-b, a2 -b, 0 
0 *. -. *. 
T= . .- .’ .’ 
0 .o . . . -b,,:, 
0 . . . . . . 0 
where the numbers a, and bi are all positive. 
2. RECONSTRUCTIONS 
(5) 
The advantage of stating a spring-mass reconstruction result in terms of 
Jacobi matrices is that a single result for Jacobi matrices generally leads to 
several different mass-spring reconstruction results. This is so because if we 
set 
T = M-l/2m-‘/2 (6) 
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for given M and K, whether K is of type fixed-free, fixed-fued, or free-free, 
then T is a Jacobi matrix and a(T) := a(tZ - T) = a(tM - K). Further- 
more, given T, it is possible to describe the set of matrix pairs (M, K) that 
solve (61, as the following lemmas indicate. The content of these lemmas 
seems to be known to practitioners in the field, but we could find no ready 
reference for their detailed statements. Hence we include short proofs for 
completeness and accessibility of these results. 
We will denote the ith column of the rr X n identity matrix by ei. The 
column vector of all ones is denoted by e. Given a vector u = (u,, . . . , 0,) E 
R”, the matrix D, denotes the 72 X n diagonal matrix with (i, i) entry equal 
to ui. 
LEMMA 1. Given a positive definite Jacobi matrix T, there exists a pair 
(M, K) with M positive diagonal and K of type $xed$ee satisfying (6). 
Furthermore, the pair CM, K) is uniquely determined except for multiplica- 
tion by a positive scalar. 
Proof. First note that a Jacobi matrix K is a spring matrix of type 
fixed-free if and only if Ke is a positive multiple of e,. 
Existence: Since T is nonsingular, there exists a unique solution x to 
TX = e,. Since T is an M-matrix (see e.g. [9, Chapter 2.5]), T may be written 
as T = pZ - P, where P is nonnegative and p E R exceeds the spectral 
radius of P. We may represent the inverse of T as the power series 
Since T has distinct eigenvalues, P does also. Since P is irreducible, P is 
primitive. Therefore we conclude that T-’ is a positive matrix, and thus the 
solution x to TX = el is a positive vector. We notice that D,TD,e = D,Tx = 
x,e,. Hence we may set M = 0,” and K = D,TO,. 
Now uniqueness: Suppose that (M, K) and (6, K”) satisfy 
j,,-1/2fQ,,,-1/2 = fi-1/2f&-1/2 
(7) 
with both K and I? of type fKed-free. We may rearrange to obtain 
$1/z&.-‘/2K = a-‘/2M’/2_ 
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Multiplication on the right by e gives 
@L 
-k,e, = i( ~-1/2~‘/‘e). 
fi 
Thus, some multiple of the vector ~~~~~~~~~~ solves the equation & = 
k,e,. Since this equation is also solved by the vector e and since K is 
nonsingular, & l/2 M ‘I2 e must be a multiple of e. As fi- ‘12M ‘1’ is a 
diagonal matrix, it must actyally be a multiple of the identity matrix. Thus for 
some constant c, we have M 
(&?, i) = (c2M, c2K). 
‘I2 = CM ‘1’. Returning to (7), we see that then 
W 
LEMMA 2. Given a positive definite Jacobi matrix T and positive num- 
bers k,, k,, then there exists a unique pair ( M, K) with M positive diagonal 
and K of type fired-fixed with k, and k, as specijled that satisfies (6). 
Proof. First note that a Jacobi matrix K is a spring matrix of type 
fured-fixed if and only if Ke = k,e, + k,,e,,, with both k, and k, positive. 
To show existence, set u = T-‘e, and v = T-‘e,. By the proof of 
Lemma 1 the matrix T-’ is a positive matrix; hence u and v must be positive 
vectors. Now let a and b be given. Set D = D,, + bo. Observe that DTDe = 
D(ae, + be,) = (a2ul + abv,)e, + (abu, + b2v,)e,. It may be verified that 
the system of equations k, = a2u1 + abv,, k, = abu, + b2v, has two solu- 
tions, (a, b) and (-a, -b), where u, b are both positive. Select the positive 
solution, and as above, set M = D2 and K = DTD. 
The proof of uniqueness in this case is analogous to that in Lemma 1. ??
REMARK. If instead of T, k,, and k,, we are given T, k,, and ml, it is 
possible that no solution (M, K) exists for (6). This is so because the (1,l) 
entry t,, of T is (k, + k,)/m,. Solvability leads to the necessary condition 
h/m1 < t1, on k, and m,. We state the precise necessary and sufficient 
condition on T, k,, and ml in the following. 
LEMMA 3. Given a positive definite Jacobi matrix T and positive num- 
bers k,, ml, then there exists a unique pair ( M, K > with M positive diagonal 
and K of type fixed-fixed with k, and ml as spetified that satisfies (6) if and 
only if m,k, > ul, where u = (ul,. . . , uJT = T-‘e,. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is much like that of Lemma 2, except 
that to demonstrate existence of (M, K ), one finds that a positive pair of 
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solutions a, b to the two quadratic equations k, = a2u1 + abu,, m, = (au, 
+ bv,j2 is now required. Elementary algebra shows that such a positive 
solution exists if and only if m,k, > ul, where u = T-‘e, and u = T-‘e,. ??
LEMMA 4. Given a singular, positive semide$niteJacobi matrix T, then 
there exists a pair ( M, K 1, where M has positive diagonal and K is of type 
free-free, satisfying (6). Furthermore, the pair CM, K) is uniquely deter- 
mined except for multiplication by a positive scalar. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 1, with the 
exception of the existence part, which we supply: 
Let p denote the maximum diagonal entry of T, and let P = pZ - T. 
Assume that x # 0 satisfies TX = 0. Then Px = px. Since P is irreducible 
and nonnegative, we may assume that x is positive. Then K = D,TO, and 
M = 0,” have the desired properties. 8 
Next we shall state a well-known Jacobi matrix reconstruction theorem. 
Given an n x n matrix A, we denote the submatrix obtained by deleting the 
ith row and column of A by Ai. 
THEOREM 1. Given numbers A, Q 1.. < A,, and p1 Q **. Q pLn_ 1, then 
there exists a unique Jacobi matrix T satisfying c+(T) = {A,, . . . , A,) and 
a@,) = {Z-Q,. . . , p,_ 1} if and only if the strict inequalities A, < Z.L~ < A2 < 
.a. < /.L,,_, < A,, hold. 
REMARK. The above result also holds if T, is replaced by T,. For a 
proof, see, for instance, [5] or [2]. 
This Jacobi matrix reconstruction result together with the above lemmas 
may be applied to a variety of spring-mass system reconstruction problems. 
We shall solve the reconstruction problem suggested by the diagram in 
Figure 1 and explicitly stated in the following corollary, in order to establish 
the technique. 
COROLLARY 1. Given numbers 0 < A, < t.~~ < *** < A,_, < t.~,,_, < 
A,, and k, > 0, m, > 0, then there exists a unique spring-mass system 
(M, K) with k,, m, as specifwd, K of typefixed-fixed, such that a(tM - K) 
= (Ai} and a(tM, - K,) = {pi} ifand only ifm, > k,KI&/<IIAi). 
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k 
tiw-I( (tM - Ir’)l 
FIG. 1. 
Proof Given (Ai} and { pi}, then by Theorem 1 there exists a Jacobi 
matrix T satisfying this spectral data. By Lemma 3, there exists (M, K) 
satisfying (6) with k, and m, as presented if and only if m, > k,u,. Notice 
that ui = ti;‘) = (np.)/@lA,), where t$l” is the (1 1) entry of T-’ and 
the latter equality if obkined from the adjoint formulaion of T-‘. It is then 
clear that a(tM - K) = {Ai} and a(tM, - K,) = {pi}. 
If (M, K) exists satisfying the spectral conditions, then we have 
o(M-‘/2m-‘/2) = {Ai} and CT(M;‘/~K, M; ‘I21 = {pi}. Thus, by the 
uniqueness part of Theorem 1, M-‘/2KM-‘/2 is unique. By Lemma 3, once 
k, and ml are given, (M, K) is uniquely determined. W 
The next Jacobi matrix reconstruction theorem is also well known. Here 
we denote the n X n matrix with a one in its (i, j) location and all other 
entries zero by Eij. 
THEOREM 2. Given numbers A, d *** < A,, and wl < .*a Q p,, with 
a = CA, - Cpi 2 0, th en there exists a unique Jacobi matrix T satisfying 
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a(T) = {A,, . . . , A,) and cr(T + aE,,) = { pl,. . . , p,J if and only if the 
sttict inequalities A, < p1 < A, -L **. < CL,,_ 1 < A, -C p,, hold. 
It may likewise be combined with the earlier lemmas to give spring-mass 
reconstruction results. For example, for the free-free case we have: 
COROLLARY 2. Given numbers 0 = A, < p-L1 < a** < A,_, < pn_l < 
A, < CL,, and k > 0, then there exists a unique spring-muss system (M, K) 
with K of type free-f ree such that c+(tM - K) = {hi} and cr(tM - (K + 
kE,l)) = 1 PiI. 
Proof. Existence: By Theorem 2 there exist a and T such that c+(T) = 
{Ai} and (T(T + aElI) = { pj}. By Lemma 1 there exists CM, K) satisfying (61, 
and (CM, cK) solves (6) for all positive constants c. If we choose c so that 
cmia = k, then we have (cM)‘/~(T + uE,,)(cM)‘/~ = cK + cm,aE,, = cK 
+kE,,. m 
The corresponding spring-mass system is depicted in Figure 2. 
The next Jacobi matrix reconstruction theorem appears, in slightly differ- 
ent form, in [6]. It can be thought of as an “internal” version of Theorem 1 in 
. =+ . 
k-1 +mn k-1 *mn 
tM-Ii’ tM - (I< + kE,,) 
FIG. 2. 
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the sense that, when applied to spring-mass reconstructions, the modified 
system is obtained by holding an internal mass fued, rather than an end mass. 
To state this result, some further notation is needed: If A is an h X n matrix, 
then for p < 9 the matrix A,, denotes the (9 - p + 1) X (9 - p + 1) 
submatrix of A contained in t e K rows and columns of A indexed by 
p, p + 1,. . . ,9. 
THEOREM 3. Given A, < ... < A,, CI~ < a** < aj-1, and PI < *** < 
p,, _j for 2 < j < n - 1, then there exists a unique Jacobi matrix T such that 
1. CT(T) = h,, . . .) h,, 
2. CT(T,,~_,) = al,..., ~j-1, and 
3. O(Tj+,,“) = P1>*--> P,-j 
if and only if 
(8 {ai) n ( pi) = 0 and 
(ii) for { /.L1 Q ..a < ,.~_r) = {q) u I/3,), we have A, < P, < .*a < 
A n-l < A”. 
We provide two corollaries to this Jacobi matrix result. These free-free 
and fured-fixed corollaries are apparently original to the present work. The 
fixed-free version, which we do not state, appears in [6). Note that each of 
these represents a modification of the original spring-mass system obtained 
by holding one interior mass fmed. 
COROLLARY 3. Let mj > 0 be given for one index 2 < j < n - 1, and 
let the numbers A, < ‘0. < A,, LYE < ..* < u~__~, and p, < ... < p,_, be 
such that for {pi) = (q) U {pi) we have 0 = A, < /.~r *.. < A,_, < P,,-, 
< A,,. Then there exists a unique spring-muss system CM, K) with mj as 
specified and K of type free-f ree such that o(tM - ZZ) = {Ai), a(tM,,j_, - 
K, j_ 1) = (ail, and a(tMj+ 1 n - ‘j+ 1, .) = 1 Pi)* 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3 and Lemma 4. ??
We can visualize this corollary as in Figure 3. 
Now the fured-fKed version of Theorem 3: 
COROLLARY 4. Let mj > 0 be given for one index 2 <j < n - 1, and 
let the numbers A, < *** < A,, (Ye < *** < aj_1 and PI < **a < &,_j be 
such that for (cc,) = {ai) U {pi) we have 0 < A, < CL, < *** < A,,_, < 
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k n-l 
tM-K 
k. J+l 
. 
h 
+ ml 
(tM - WI+I 
FIG. 3. 
k n-l 
CtM - K)j+l,n 
p,_ 1 < A,. Then there exists a one parameter family of spring-mass systems 
CM, K) with mi as speci$ed and K of type fixed-fixed such that c+(tM - K) 
= {hi), a(tMl,j-l - K,,j-1) = {a,), and u(tMj+l,n - Kj+,,n) = {Pi)* 
Prooj’. Let r > 0 be given. Application of Theorem 3 and Lemma 2 
supplies a unique (M, K) with the desired spectral properties and with 
k, = r and k, = 1. Clearly for any positive constant c the pair (CM, cK) also 
has the desired spectral properties and the ratio ck,/ck, is unchanged. Thus 
we can choose c to obtain the desired value for mj and parametrize 
according to the ratio r = k,/k,. W 
Corollary 4 is depicted in Figure 4. 
HISTORY. A complete history of this area is too vast to attempt here. 
Some of the thoughts of Lord Rayleigh’s Theory of Sound (1877) preceded 
the first actual results on the discrete inverse eigenvalue problem, which were 
apparently begun with the work of M. G. Krein in the 1930s. A short list of 
milestones must include the book on oscillation matrices by Gantmacher and 
Krein in 1950, the work of Harry Hochstadt on Jacobi matrices in the 1960s 
and 1970s and the efforts regarding computational methods by Gene Golub 
et al. in the 1970s and 1980s as well as Gladwell’s monograph [S] and related 
. 
k n-l 
kn 
I 
/// 
t&i-K CtM - IOl,j-1 (tM - IC)j+l,n 
FIG. 4. 
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papers, such as the recent work [12]. There are over 100 references in [S]. We 
specifically refer to the short history of spring-mass reconstruction results in 
Chapter 4 there. 
3. MORE RECONSTRUCTIONS 
The main concern of this paper is to add to the list of Jacobi matrix and 
spring-mass system reconstruction results. Specifically we shall provide a 
theorem that serves as an “internal” analogue to Theorem 2, in the same 
sense that Theorem 3 is an “internal” analogue to Theorem 1. To our 
knowledge this Jacobi matrix theorem is new and does not follow readily from 
the previously stated results. 
THEOREM 4. Given A, < -+* < A,, q < **a < aj, and PI 6 **- Q 
&,_ j for 1 < j Q n - 1, then there exist unique Jacobi matrices T,,,, q + 1 ,” 
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and positive constants a and b such that 
1. bej+,)(mj - bej+l)T)= {*lp***, *Jp 
3: 
if and only if 
This gives rise to the following mass-spring reconstruction corollaries that 
involve “cutting” the mass-spring system into two by discarding one interior 
spring. Figure 5 illustrates this operation in the fured-fixed case. 
COROLLARY 5. Letkj > O begivenforoneindex 1 -<j Q n - 1, andlet 
the numbers A, < .a* < A,, (Ye < *a* < a,. and PI < *se < P,-j be such 
thatfor {pi) = {cY,) U {&I we have 0 < A, < p1 .*a < A,_, < LL”__~ < A, 
. . . 
- k+l +mj Icj+l mj+l 
(tM - R)l,j (tM - k)j+l,n 
FIG. 5. 
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< p,,. Then there exists a one parameter family of spring-muss systems 
( M, K) with kj as sp:c@ed and K of type fixed-fired, such that a(tM - K) 
= IA,), a(tM, j - K,,j) = ICI,), and g(tMj+l,n - ij+l,n) = I pi), where 
Z? = K - kj(ej ‘- ej+l)(ej - ej+,)T. 
We now state the fixed-free version of Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 6. Letkj > 0 begivenforoneindex 1 <j <n - 1, andlet 
the numbers A, < **a < A,, CY~ < *a* < cxj and PI < *** -C /3,-j be such 
thatfor {pi) = (a,) U {pi) we have 0 < A, < p1 < .** < A,,_, < CL,__~ < 
A,, < p,,. Then there exists a unique spring-muss system CM, K > with k, as 
speci.ed and K of type fixed-free, pch that a(tM - K) = jAi)> u(tM,,j - 
K,, j) = {a,), and u(tM1+l,” - Kj+,,.) = { PiI> where K = K - kj(ej - 
ej+ lXej - ej+ IIT. 
REMARK (Existence and nonunique?ess for type free-free systems). If K 
is a type free-free spring matrix, then K = K - kj(ej - ej + lXej - eJ + 1)T is a 
direct sum of two type free-free spr$g matrices. Thus, the spectral data {hi), 
Ioil, and {Pi) for CM, K), (Mi,j, Ki,j), and (Mj+i,“, Kj+i,n), respectively, 
must have the element 0 in common. Thus, Theorem 4 shows that the 
underlying Jacobi matrix problem cannot have a unique solution. Necessary 
and sufficient conditions for existence of solutions, and a reasonable descrip- 
tion of all solutions, remains as an open problem. 
Proof of Theorem 4. First, we state an elementary determinantal iden- 
tity. Let A,, j and Aj+i,. be j X j and (n -j) X (n -j> matrices, respec- 
tively. Let A,, j_ 1 be the (j - 1) X (j - 1) matrix obtained by deleting the 
last row and column from A,, j, and let Aj+z n be the (n -j - 1) X (n -j 
- 1) matrix obtained by deleting the first row and column from Aj+ i, ,,. Let 
e, be the ith column of the n X n identity matrix. Let a and b be numbers. 
Set 
A = ((A1.j ’ Aj+l,n ) + (aej - bej+l)(aej - bej+l)‘). 
Then 
det A = det A,,jdet Aj+i,, + a’det A,,j_,det Aj+i,, 
+ b2 det A, j det Aj+2 ,,. (8) 
Note the slight abuse of notation: A,, j is not an actual submatrix of A. 
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Denote the characteristic polynomial of A,., s by p,,,(t), and denote the 
characteristic polynomial of A by p(t). The above determinantal expansion 
can then be interpreted as 
P(t) = Pl,j(t)Pj+l,n(t) + a2pl,j-l(t)pj+l,n(t) + b2pl,j(t)pj+z,n(t)* 
(9) 
We will apply this identity in the case where the various matrices are Jacobi 
matrices denoted by T,., s and A, respectively. 
Now, assume that the data {hi}, { cyi}, and { pi) satisfy conditions (i) and 
(ii). By polynomial division and partial fraction decomposition we obtain 
unique constants fp and g, satisfying 
lTl~z~l(~ - lli) n-j 
I-I!, l( t - q)l-I~z-{( t - pi) 
=1+ c- ~ fp +i grJ .(lO) 
p=l t - P, p=l t - Qp 
Multiplication by the denominator of the left hand side gives 
*fiCt - 4) = ,fiCt - ai)yi(t - Pi) 
n-j 
+,JYjCt-&) i gpi=fi+ ct - ai) * ‘1 p=l . P 1 
Evaluating at t = P, gives 
so that from (i) and (ii) we obtain fp > 0. We can define b > 0 and P~+~, ,,(t) 
bY 
. 
kf (fpII(t - PiI> = -b2pj+2,n(t), 
p=l i#p 
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where pj+ 2, n(t) is manic and of degree n - j - 1. Since pj+ 2, “(t) is in the 
convex hull of (l-Ii, ,(t - piI 1 p = 1,. . . ,p -j), the zoots fil,. . . , &j- 1 
of ~~+~,.(t) satisfy the inequalities fir Q fir < *** < &j_1 < &_j. Since 
the coefficients jr/b’ are all positive, the inequalities must be strict. Simi- 
larly, we define the manic polynomial p,, j_ 1 of degree j - 1 and the 
number a > 0 by 
i (gp jl Ct - ail} = a2Pl,j-2(t)e 
p=l a+P 
Furthermore, the ordered roots &r < *a* < 2j_2 of p, j_,(t) satisfy (Ye < 
21 < *** < &j_2 < ffj_r. Thus we have constructed a: b, P~,~_ ,(t>, and 
pi+ 1, “(t> such that Equation (9) holds with 
Pl,jCt) = liCt - a*)T 
i=l 
and 
n-j 
P,+1,.W = I-IO - Pi)* 
i=l 
Since the decomposition (10) is unique, the numbers a, b and the 
polynomials p Lj-l(t) and Pj+z,n(t) are uniquely determined. 
Now let T,, j be the unique Jacobi matrix such that cr(T,, j> = {oil and 
u(T1, j _ 1) = { Gi} from Theorem 1. Similarly, let q + 1, n be the unique Jacobi 
matrix satisfying a$+ r,“) = {pi) and a(l;+,,,) = { &. Define T 
= (CTl,j @ ?;+I n ) + (aej - bej + lXuej - bej + l)T). By construction and ap- 
plication of (91, we have a(T) = {hi). Thus, (i> and (ii) together imply that T 
exists. T is unique, since the component matrices T,, j and q+ 1, n as well as 
the numbers Q, b are unique. 
Now assume that T exists and is unique. Since T is a rank one perturba- 
tion of Tl j 0 Tj+l n and the perturbing matrix is positive semidefinite, 
Weyl’s theorem (see e.g. [8, Chapter 4.31) implies that A, G p1 < A, < .*a 
G p,_ 1 =G A, < p,. Suppose that A, = (or. Setting t = A, in (9) yields 
0 = a2P,,j-d *& I-I (a, - Pi>. 
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Since T is a Jacobi matrix, we conclude that a2 > 0, and since T,, j is a Jacobi 
matrix, p,, j_ r( or> # 0. Thus { cri} C-I { /3,) is nonempty; hence each term in 
(9) contains a common factor. 
Divide out this common factor and equate the coefficients of t”- *, . . . , t 
and to = 1. We find that the equation for t ‘- ’ is trivially satisfied, since both 
sides of (9) are manic polynomials. This leaves equations for the coefficients 
of t”-’ through 1 = to. Each of these equations may be viewed as a linear 
equation with coefficients prescribed by the data Ai, cri. pi, with the coeffi- 
cients of the polynomials b2pj+2, “(t) and a2p,, j_ ,(t> as unknowns. These 
polynomials are of degree n - j - 1 and j - 1, respectively, so there are a 
total of n - j + j = n coefficients. There are, however, only n - 1 equa- 
tions. Thus there exist polynomails qj+2,n(t) and ql,j_r(t), not both 0, such 
that 
PCt) = Pl,jCt)Pj+l,n + Pj+l.n(t)[a2Pl,j-l(t) + ‘41,j-lCt)] 
+ Pl,j(t)[b2Pj+2,n(t) + E(?j+2,.(t)] (11) 
for all E. For E # 0 sufficiently small, the lead coefficient of both perturbed 
polynomials is positive, and the roots of the perturbed polynomials continue 
to interlace ( oi} and { pi), respectively, with strict inequalities. We then 
appeal to the constructive argument and obtain a contradiction to the 
assumed uniqueness of T. 
We have thus shown that if (i) does not hold, then (ii) does not hold, 
which in turn implies that T is not unique. Thus, if T is unique, then 6) and 
(ii) must both hold. ??
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